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REGULATORY FOCUS BULLETIN
FILE TOPIC: Resident Rights

If a resident is confused and disoriented to the point of not being able to understand what
is being communicated to them and the resident has not been adjudicated incompetent
although the physician has deemed the resident incompetent, must the resident sign the
admission documents or is it sufficient that the responsible party sign?

Each resident who understands the admission paperwork needs to sign the admission
documents. If a resident is clearly unable to understand what is being communicated,
even if he/she has not been adjudicated incompetent, the facility needs to document this
in the medical record, and the responsible party may sign the documents.
When a resident’s competence is questionable, as determined by the facility’s
assessment, it is acceptable for the facility to request signatures from both the resident
and the responsible party.
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REGULATORY FOCUS BULLETIN
FILE TOPIC: Resident Rights

There is apparent conflict between Resident Rights, 42 CFR §483.10(b)(4), to refuse
treatment and frequency of required physician visits, 42 CFR §483.40(c)(1). Since the
advent of the Medicare Program in 1966, there has always been the question of requiring
physician visits to privately paying residents at fixed intervals. Now, with the
aforementioned paradox in mind, the question can be asked if program residents and/or
private residents can refuse physician visits at the specified intervals.

There is not a conflict. Regulation 42 CFR §483.10 (b)(4) provides that the long term
care facility resident has the right to refuse physician visits that would otherwise be made
in accordance with the prescribed schedule in 42 CFR §483.40 (c)(1). It is important to
note that 10A NCAC 13D .2501 (b) requires the same physician visitation intervals as the
federal requirement. It is expected that a facility should be able to provide evidence of
the resident's refusal of such treatment in a manner that would substantiate that the
refusal is, in fact, made at the resident's own initiative. Whenever a resident refuses
treatment, it is also expected that the facility will assess the reasons for the resident's
refusal, clarify the reasons for refusal and educate the resident as to the consequences of
refusal, offer alternative treatments, and continue to provide all other services.
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REGULATORY FOCUS BULLETIN
FILE TOPIC: Resident Rights

Is there a minimum time frame for supervised smoking to assure resident's rights are
maintained?

No. Facilities should communicate to residents before admission and through ongoing
policies what facility policies are related to smoking. The facility should work with
residents who are smokers individually to develop a program that meets the needs of both
the resident and the facility.
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REGULATORY FOCUS BULLETIN
FILE TOPIC: Resident Rights

Can the facility use a "bell" for a resident to ring who cannot push the call bell button due
to finger contracture or deformity?

A "bell" is one device that can be used in this situation if the resident has the dexterity to
use it and it can be heard "on the hall" by the direct care staff
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REGULATORY FOCUS BULLETIN
FILE TOPIC: Resident Rights

Does the water pitcher and cup need to be accessible to residents who cannot pour their
own water?

No. Water needs to be accessible for staff to provide fluids. This does not necessarily
mean immediately beside the resident’s bed
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REGULATORY FOCUS BULLETIN
FILE TOPIC: Resident Rights

Do cordless telephones meet the requirements of 42 CFR §483.10(k) which states: "The
resident has the right to have reasonable access to the use of a telephone where calls can
be made without being overheard?”

The use of cordless telephones is permissible. Privacy should be afforded to all residents
when making or receiving calls unless the resident chooses otherwise.
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REGULATORY FOCUS BULLETIN
FILE TOPIC: Resident Rights

Can a facility be cited for not holding a bed for a Medicaid resident?

A facility is not required to hold a bed for a resident who has been discharged to the
hospital unless payment is made by the resident or by someone on his behalf (privately)
to retain the bed. However, a resident may have a right to return to the first available bed
at the resident's level of care under state or federal law.
Briefly stated, the applicable law and rules are as follows:
(1) Under NC state law 131E -130, all residents, regardless of payor source or level of
care, have the right to the first available bed at their level of care if two things occur
within 15 days: (a) the resident is ready to be discharged back to the nursing facility
within 15 days from the date the resident was admitted to the hospital; and, (b) the
facility receives written notification from the hospital of the specific date of discharge
(notice must be within the 15 day period). Under this law, returning residents have
priority over new admissions to the facility. This law does not apply if the facility cannot
provide the resident with the level of care he or she needs (example: the resident has
specialized care needs which exceed the level of care offered by the facility).
(2) Under federal OBRA regulations, all Medicaid-eligible residents are entitled to the
first available bed in a semi-private room at their appropriate level of care if the resident
still needs care of the type offered by the facility. Under the federal rule for Medicaideligible residents, there is no time limit or cut-off point regarding this right as there is
under state law.
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REGULATORY FOCUS BULLETIN
FILE TOPIC: Resident Rights

Will a facility be cited if a resident chooses to be dressed in pajamas rather than street
clothes?

No. Residents should be allowed the freedom to dress as they choose.
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REGULATORY FOCUS BULLETIN
FILE TOPIC: Resident Rights
Please clarify Tag F156 section (iii)
...a posting of names, addresses, and telephone numbers of all pertinent State client
advocacy groups such as the State survey certification agency, the State licensure office,
the State ombudsman program, the protection and advocacy network, and the Medicaid
fraud control unit.
See approved Regulatory Focus Bulletin listing to be posted in nursing facilities, 42 CFR
§483.10(b)(7):
STATE CLIENT ADVOCACY GROUPS
Division of Health Service Regulation –
Nursing Home Licensure and
Certification Section
2711 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, NC 27699-2711
(919)855-4520

Division of Health Service Regulation Complaint Intake Unit
2711 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, NC 27699-2711
(919)855-4500 or 1-800-624-3004

Disability Rights North Carolina
2626 Glenwood Avenue
Raleigh, NC 27608
1-877-235-4210 / 1-919-856-2195
www.cladisabilitylaw.orgm
NC Department of Human & Human Services Care Line 1-800-662-7030
Local County Department of Social Services
Medicaid Fraud Unit (Program Integrity)
Division of Medical Assistance
2515 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, NC 27699-2515
(919)647-8000

North Carolina State Ombudsman
Division of Aging and Adult Services
2101 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, NC 27699-2101
(919)733-3983
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REGULATORY FOCUS BULLETIN
FILE TOPIC: Resident Rights
Does a resident's right to privacy during medical treatments also extend to glucometer
and blood sugar checks such that performing these procedures at the nurses' station
would be inappropriate?

Yes, privacy should be extended during treatments unless the resident chooses otherwise.
For example, if the resident comes to the desk asking to have the blood sugar check done,
this is permissible as long as other residents who may witness the procedure are not
offended.
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REGULATORY FOCUS BULLETIN
FILE TOPIC: Resident Rights

Is it permissible for a nurse (RN or LPN) to put a resident's medication in their food if the
resident is combative, confused, and will not take medication orally? If acceptable, is a
physician’s order needed?

Medications may be mixed with liquids and/or food if the resident refuses to take the
medication orally. The nurse needs to be aware of possible food/drug interactions or a
listing/resource should be consulted before mixing medications with food. A physician's
order to mix with liquid or food is not necessary. The resident’s responsible party should
be made aware of the facility’s intervention.
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REGULATORY FOCUS BULLETIN
FILE TOPIC: Resident Rights

Will a facility be cited for a violation of resident's rights when a resident or several
residents are bathed after lunch?

No. This would not be an automatic citation. Residents are allowed to state a preference
for bath time, e.g., many residents may prefer an evening bath. The resident's right to
appropriate care would include face and hands washed before and after meals,
incontinent care, mouth care and hair combed. These aspects of personal care should be
provided even if the bath is not completed until the afternoon or evening.
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REGULATORY FOCUS BULLETIN
FILE TOPIC: Resident Rights

Can resident names be used in taped exit conferences?

No. Resident names cannot be used in an exit conference whether it is taped or not.
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REGULATORY FOCUS BULLETIN
FILE TOPIC: Resident Rights

Is it a violation of resident's rights not to receive mail on Saturday?

The facility is required to provide mail to residents each day that the post office delivers
mail, including Saturdays. Interpretive Guidance for §483.10(i)(1)-(2) indicates,
“Promptly” means delivery of mail or other materials to the resident within 24 hours of
delivery by the postal service (including a post office box) and delivery of outgoing mail
to the postal service within 24 hours, except when there is no regularly scheduled postal
delivery and pick-up service”.
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REGULATORY FOCUS BULLETIN
FILE TOPIC: Resident Rights

Can surveyors give the names of the residents that were cited as part of a deficiency?

Resident names are to be shared during the survey with the nursing facility staff who
have been designated at the entrance conference by the administrator as long as there is
not breech of confidence. For example, names of residents who need grooming (nail
care, bathing, etc.), residents not turned, repositioned, or released from restraints in a
timely manner, acute episodes not followed up, decubiti not assessed or weight loss.
Surveyor interviews of residents are confidential. When a resident requests anonymity,
their names are not to be disclosed. A resident's name would not be used, for example,
when the resident complained of cold food, staff shortages or call bells not answered.
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REGULATORY FOCUS BULLETIN
FILE TOPIC: Resident Rights

Is it a Resident's Rights violation for "No Code" residents to wear color-coded
identification bracelets?
No.
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REGULATORY FOCUS BULLETIN
FILE TOPIC: Resident Rights

Is it a violation of residents' rights for residents to be viewed by nonresidents (visitors,
family members of other residents, etc.) during mealtime, especially if they must be fed
or assisted? This refers to residents whose eating may be difficult or "messy" or who
may drool, cough, have problems chewing or swallowing.

No. Grouping of residents with similar abilities may be appropriate during mealtimes.
Visitors and family members often visit during this time. It would constitute a violation
of residents' rights, however, if the resident preferred privacy during this time. In that
case, other provisions should be made to assure residents' privacy.
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REGULATORY FOCUS BULLETIN
FILE TOPIC: Resident Rights

If a resident is confused or combative and refuses to take medications, what should the
facility do?

The facility is responsible for evaluating the needs of the resident and the resident's
concurrent rights to both receive needed treatment and to refuse treatment. A confused
or combative resident may have either right violated in the event assessment and
evaluation of the individual situation are not carried out. Refusal of treatment by the
confused and combative resident must be consistently documented in the medical record.
A plan of care must be developed. Involvement of the resident, family, physician, and
resident care planning team may assist in the identification of treatment alternatives.
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REGULATORY FOCUS BULLETIN
FILE TOPIC: Resident Rights

Is it permissible to place body diagrams at the head of beds for residents on
drainage/secretion precautions and circle or highlight the area of the body that is
draining?

No.
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REGULATORY FOCUS BULLETIN
FILE TOPIC: Resident Rights

Is it a violation of resident's rights to administer eye drops or medications in the dining
room if the resident does not object?

No, it is not a violation of resident's rights.
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REGULATORY FOCUS BULLETIN
FILE TOPIC: Resident Rights

Is it permissible for facility staff to awaken residents for routine bathing during the night
shift? This would not include those residents who themselves have chosen this as their
preferred time, nor those residents who are unable to sleep and staff have determined that
this might promote sleep.

No.
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REGULATORY FOCUS BULLETIN
FILE TOPIC: Resident Rights

The N.C. Patient Bill of Rights, Article 30, Right #3, states: "At the time of admission
and during his stay a resident is to receive a written statement of services and related
charges. A written receipt must be retained by the facility in a resident's file.

Following admission, where services/charges change, how does the facility comply with
the requirement of retaining a written receipt?

A "written receipt" would constitute a statement the resident or responsible party signs
that he/she has received the written information. How the facility chooses to do this is at
its discretion. It is also appropriate that when a facility's services/charges change, during
the course of a resident's stay, this information is also provided to residents and/or legal
representatives in a written form. A written receipt of this information would be
expected and should be in the resident's file.

Is this written receipt to be signed by resident and/or legal representative?
The "receipt" should be signed by the resident if he or she is competent to sign. In the
case of a confused or disoriented resident or incompetent resident the responsible party
should sign. If there is any question as to the resident's competency it is recommended
that both the resident and responsible party sign the receipt.

If "yes", when representative of disoriented resident is out of town and does not return
written receipt, what alternative can the facility use? Is it adequate for the facility to
document, in the resident's file, that the facility notified resident and/or legal
representative?

If a facility has not received a "receipt" from a "legal representative", it is appropriate to
send another copy. It can be sent by certified mail. Documentation should then be made
in the resident's chart as the continuing status of the requests
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REGULATORY FOCUS BULLETIN
FILE TOPIC: Resident Rights

Federal regulations at 42 CFR §483.10(b)(1) provide that a "facility must inform the
resident both orally and in writing in a language that the resident understands of his or
her rights and all rules and regulations governing resident conduct and responsibilities
during the stay in the facility."

Please identify the "rights" of which the resident must be informed.

The facility must inform the resident both orally and in writing in a language that the
resident understands of his or her rights found at 42 CFR §483.10, §483.12, §483.13, and
§483.15.
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REGULATORY FOCUS BULLETIN
FILE TOPIC: Resident Rights

Is a resident's memory or recall of having been advised of the rights listed in 42 CFR
§483.10(b) the only evidence a surveyor should consider in determining whether the
facility advised the resident of these rights?

No, the surveyor also looks at documentation, such as the admissions packet information
that the resident signed when he/she was admitted to the facility. The group is asked
about resident rights and how the home facilitates this for residents. Other residents are
also interviewed about resident rights on how these are acknowledged and implemented.
Surveyors also observe how the facility interacts with residents and determine if resident
rights are operationalized daily.
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REGULATORY FOCUS BULLETIN
FILE TOPIC: Resident Rights

Does the phrase “in a language that the resident understands” in 42 CFR §483.10(b)
mean that facilities must give the statement of resident rights in language taken directly
from the regulations or may the facility paraphrase or restate this language for the
resident?

The interpretive guideline for this section states that this phrase means the language
regarding rights and responsibilities must be clear and understandable. Some facilities
and surveyors have felt in the past that residents must be given a verbatim statement of
all resident rights using the regulatory language itself. However, to ensure that residents
receive this information in a language they can understand, facilities are free to
paraphrase the regulations and restate them in layman’s language. There is no
requirement that facilities give residents an exact verbatim copy of all resident rights in
the same language used in the regulations.
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REGULATORY FOCUS BULLETIN
FILE TOPIC: Resident Rights

42 CFR §483.10(b) refers to "all rules and regulations governing resident conduct and
responsibilities during the stay in the facility?" Does this refer to a body of law or to
internal facility rules and regulations?

According to the interpretive guideline accompanying this regulation, the phrase "all
rules and regulations governing resident conduct and responsibilities during the stay in
the facility" refers to facility policy or facility rules governing resident conduct while in
the facility. This phrase does not refer to any body of laws or regulations. It simply
means that residents have the right to be notified of policies or rules which they will be
expected to honor while residing in the facility.
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REGULATORY FOCUS BULLETIN
FILE TOPIC: Resident Rights

When advising residents of what services are covered under the Medicaid or Medicare
program, is it sufficient if the facility clearly tells the resident what is not covered (i.e.,
what services the resident will be responsible for) and provides the resident with a
statement that all other services are covered by the Medicare or Medicaid program?

Yes.
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REGULATORY FOCUS BULLETIN
FILE TOPIC: Resident Rights

Is it a violation of resident rights to post the resident plan of care schedule in the facility
newsletter or public places within the facility such as bulletin boards?

Posting the dates of the residents' plan of care schedule within the facility does not
constitute a violation of resident rights.
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REGULATORY FOCUS BULLETIN
FILE TOPIC: Resident Rights

Can providers prohibit smoking in nursing facilities?

Yes. Please see 131E-114.3 - Smoking prohibited inside long-term care facilities.
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REGULATORY FOCUS BULLETIN
FILE TOPIC: Resident Rights

When surveyors ask for recent transfers, should the list include room changes within the
same certified unit?

No.
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REGULATORY FOCUS BULLETIN
FILE TOPIC: Resident Rights

Does the resident's right to refuse treatment include the refusal of a therapeutic diet?
Also, if the resident has cognitive loss, can the responsible party request that a
therapeutic diet be changed to a regular diet?

The resident has a right to refuse treatment, to refuse to participate in experimental
research and to formulate an advanced directive.
The resident's right to refuse treatment includes the right to refuse a therapeutic diet.
When a resident refuses treatment, the facility should clearly document: the refusal to
reflect the resident's choice, discussion and education regarding the risks of refusing
prescribed treatment, and the exploration of alternative therapies. The implications of the
refusal should be evaluated by the facility to determine the need for reassessment and
modification to the care plan.
A resident or the responsible party (if the resident cannot make a decision), may request a
change in therapeutic diet to a regular diet. Ultimately, any changes in the diet must be
approved by the physician.
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REGULATORY FOCUS BULLETIN
FILE TOPIC: Resident Rights

Can a facility charge a Medicare, Medicaid, private pay resident for pre-admission bedhold days, and for bed-hold days if hospitalized?

The facility may not charge pre-admission bed-hold for Medicaid eligible residents.
According to 483.12(d)(3), pre-admission bed-hold charges are prohibited. CMS has no
jurisdiction regarding private pay residents.
The facility may charge for bed-hold charges if hospitalized. According to 483.12(b),
bed hold policy, charges for a resident who is in the hospital may be paid by the resident
or others on the resident’s behalf. However, if a Medicaid recipient or surrogate chooses
not to pay for the bed-hold, then the resident still has the right to be readmitted by the
facility immediately upon the first availability of a bed [42 CFR §483.12(b)(3)]. Bedhold
charges per se do not apply to private paying residents—individual facility policy should
address how collection of monies are handled for private paying residents who are
hospitalized.
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REGULATORY FOCUS BULLETIN
FILE TOPIC: Resident Rights

Situation: A resident who has not been declared incompetent and has a long standing
diagnosis of Schizophrenia is increasingly noncompliant with physicians’ orders to the
degree that other residents are complaining that their rights are being violated. The
resident refuses any form of hygienic care.
1. Are there any special guidelines or procedures to follow when this resident would be
homeless if discharged?

The facility should involve the resident, the resident’s representative, the entire
interdisciplinary team and the physician to work out a plan to deal with these behaviors
and address any medication changes. This is not a reason for discharge.
2. Should a PASARR for change in condition be completed?

A PASARR should be completed to reflect a significant change in the resident’s behavior
and request a Level II screening be completed by mental health. The facility can also
petition to the court to have the resident evaluated for commitment procedures.
3. How can a behavior modification program be implemented when the resident will not
comply? To what extent can privileges be withheld or rewards utilized in the long
term setting?

Behavior modification programs which include withholding of privileges and offering
rewards are appropriate in a long term care setting when thorough assessment has been
accomplished and a care plan devised for that behavior modification by an appropriate
interdisciplinary team. This interdisciplinary team should include a mental health
professional when at all possible. The facility team should also consider psychiatric
hospitalization to help stabilize the resident.
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REGULATORY FOCUS BULLETIN
FILE TOPIC: Resident Rights
How should facility staff handle surveyor requests to enter resident care areas while care
is being provided? What should facility staff do if the surveyor wants to examine a
particular part of the resident’s anatomy?
Residents have the right to be treated in a manner that protects the privacy and dignity of
their bodies. Facility staff should protect a resident’s privacy and dignity at all times,
including those times when a survey team is in the facility.
•

Interviews by surveyors. If a surveyor asks to interview a resident or staff member at
a time when the resident is undressed, the staff member should request that the
surveyor return later when the resident is clothed. Surveyors should not ask to
interview residents who are undressed.

•

Surveyor asks to observe possible quality of care problem not readily observable.
When indicators exist suggesting a quality of care problem that is not readily
observable (e.g., leg ulcer covered with a dressing, or a sacral pressure sore), the
surveyor should ask for facility staff to assist in making an observation by removing,
for example, a dressing or bedclothes. However, if the procedure has the potential to
cause pain or discomfort, the surveyor should wait until the next scheduled time of
treatment. Such resident care observations should be made by surveyors who have
the clinical knowledge and skills to evaluate compliance.

•

Surveyor observations of resident’s genital or rectal area or female breast area. If a
surveyor asks to observe a resident’s genital or rectal area or a female breast area to
confirm and document suspicions of a care problem, a member of the facility’s
nursing staff must be present and the resident must give clear consent (see below).
Also, only a surveyor who is a licensed nurse, a physician’s assistant or a physician
can make observations of this type.

•

Consent for observations of genital, rectal or female breast area. For a surveyor to
observe any of these areas, the resident must give clear consent. If the resident is
unable to give consent (e.g., is unresponsive or incompetent) and has a legal surrogate
(family member who can act on resident’s behalf or other legal surrogate), the
surveyor should ask this person to give consent. If there is no consent given by the
resident or legal surrogate, a surveyor may only observe a resident’s genital, rectal or
female breast area if the surveyor has determined there is a strong possibility that the
resident is receiving less than adequate care which can only be confirmed by direct
observation.
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REGULATORY FOCUS BULLETIN
FILE TOPIC: Resident Rights

Does the resident have the right to choose his/her own pharmacy and how often can
he/she change that request?

The facility is to develop and implement policies and procedures regarding the drug
distribution system. The resident should have the right to choose his/her own pharmacy
if the dispensed product is compatible with the system employed in the facility and
properly labeled. The facility is ultimately responsible for ensuring that medications are
available. Frequency of change is not regulated, but is determined by facility policy to
assure ongoing availability of drugs.
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REGULATORY FOCUS BULLETIN
FILE TOPIC: Resident Rights

Can a family council deny membership to their council because a resident’s family
member is also an employee of the facility?

The resident is a beneficiary and is entitled to all rights afforded other residents. An
employee related to a resident must participate as a family representative, not as a staff
member.
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REGULATORY FOCUS BULLETIN
FILE TOPIC: Resident Rights

42 CFR §483.10(n) states that a resident has the right to share a room with his or her
spouse when married residents live in the facility and both consent to the arrangement.
However, if only one spouse is physically and/or mentally able to consent to rooming
together, do the spouses have the right to room together?

Yes. Married couples have the right to room together, even if only one spouse is
physically/mentally able to consent.

Would it matter if the family members for either spouse did not want the spouses to room
together? Assume for the purposes of the question that the incompetent resident does not
have a guardian.

No. The opinions of family members are of no legal consequence unless there is good
reason to believe that the health or safety of the incompetent spouse would be
jeopardized. The facility should pursue this type of problem utilizing the care planning
process.
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REGULATORY FOCUS BULLETIN
FILE TOPIC: Resident’s Rights

Does the licensure rule regarding the reporting and investigation of abuse, neglect, and
misappropriation apply only to suspected staff abuse, or does it also apply to resident-toresident abuse?

The licensure rule requiring reporting of abuse to the DHSR Health Care Personnel
Registry Section is limited to allegation of staff abuse, neglect or misappropriation.
There is no requirement to report resident-to-resident abuse, neglect or misappropriation
to DHSR. However, the facility is responsible for identifying and investigating all
incidents of suspected resident abuse, neglect or misappropriation whether by staff or
others (including resident-to-resident abuse).
The administrator shall ensure that the Health Care Personnel Registry Section of the
Division of Health Service Regulation is notified within 24 hours of the health care
facility becoming aware of all allegations against health care personnel as defined in G.S.
131E-256 (a)(1), which includes: abuse, neglect, misappropriation of resident property,
misappropriation of the property of the facility, diversion of drugs belonging to a health
care facility or a resident, fraud against a health care facility or a resident, and injuries of
unknown source in accordance with 42 CFR subsection 483.13 which is incorporated by
reference.
DHSR has developed a reporting form for facilities to use. It is available online at
www.ncnar.org. The facility must make its report to DHSR within five working days of
the date the facility becomes aware of the alleged incident.
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REGULATORY FOCUS BULLETIN
FILE TOPIC: Resident Rights

When a DHSR team is conducting a survey, can residents in Medicare and/or Medicaid
beds deny access of their records to surveyors?

No. According to federal regulations, a nursing facility can be terminated from the
Medicare/Medicaid program if it refuses examination of records necessary for
verification of information it furnished as a basis for payment under Medicare 42 CFR
§489.53(5) and under Medicaid as a part of the Medicaid agreement with the facility.
Since a fundamental prerequisite for payment to a nursing home under
Medicare/Medicaid is compliance with requirements for participation, CMS’s authority
and/or the Medicaid agency’s authority to terminate under these regulations extends to
the facility’s cooperation with the survey agency’s certification activities.
State law allows a resident to object in writing to inspection of his/her record by DHSR.
However, federal law supersedes state law when a resident is in a Medicare and/or
Medicaid certified bed.
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What is the nursing home's responsibility in providing information to residents about
Medicaid’s spousal impoverishment rules?

The facility should advise the resident to contact the local department of social services
for information about spousal impoverishment. The facility should provide the resident
with that agency’s telephone number and, if needed, assist the resident in contacting the
agency.
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Under federal law, movement of a resident from one room to another within the same
certified facility is not considered a “transfer or discharge” but is considered a roommate
change. Under federal law, roommate changes are not subject to the 30-day notice
requirement applicable to transfers or discharges. Instead, residents must only be given
“prompt” notice. However, the North Carolina Patient Bill of Rights at N.C. G.S. 131E117(15) requires at least a 5-day advance notice to the resident before a transfer or
discharge and the interpretive guideline states that this includes movement of a resident
from one location to another within the facility. Does this mean the facility must give
residents a five-day notice even where the relocation is only a roommate change under
federal law and is not a transfer or discharge?

No. G.S. 131E-117(15) requires at least five days’ notice before a transfer or discharge
(unless an earlier transfer or discharge is ordered by the attending physician). However,
the North Carolina statute does not define a “transfer or discharge” to include movement
of residents from one room to another within the same facility ( i.e., roommate changes).
Nor do any applicable state regulations define transfer or discharge to include movement
of residents within the same facility. Therefore, there is no statutory or regulatory basis
in state law for equating a roommate change with a transfer or discharge or for requiring
a 5-day notice for roommate changes. Therefore, if a facility determines that a planned
move of a resident is a roommate change and not a transfer or discharge under federal
law, the facility must only give “prompt” notice (which is not defined as a prescribed
number of days) and the North Carolina statute does not require a minimum five days’
notice. If the facility determines that the move is a transfer or discharge, it must honor
the federal 30-day notice requirement (unless an exception applies under federal law). In
so doing, the facility will automatically meet the state’s less stringent 5-day notice
requirement for transfers and discharges. A non-certified facility or unit (not required to
follow the federal requirements) must give the resident a 5-day notice prior to a transfer
or discharge, but is not required to give such notice prior to a roommate change.
It should be noted, however, that federal law does define transfer or discharge to include
some roommate changes if the relocation of the resident is across distinct part lines (with
some exceptions). All North Carolina facilities which are certified for participation in
either the Medicaid or Medicare programs are subject to the federal rules on transfer and
discharge, and must comply with federal limits on transfers and discharges in certified
beds. The only facilities which are exempt from the federal requirements are those which
are not certified for participation in the Medicaid or Medicare programs (this may include
the noncertified portion of a facility with certified beds).
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We understand that a resident rights issue exists when a resident is constantly yelling and
this behavior is disruptive to the normal daily routine of other residents on her unit and in
the facility. What are the guidelines that a facility needs to follow to protect the rights of
the other residents?

The rights of other residents include the rights to be treated with consideration, respect,
and full recognition of personal dignity; to receive care, treatment and services which are
adequate and appropriate; to be free from mental and physical abuse; and to associate and
communicate privately and without restriction. The facility must attempt to assess the
reason for the behavior, including a complete resident assessment utilizing the
appropriate resident assessment protocols (RAPs) to determine the underlying problems
(e.g., potential pain the resident is unable to communicate). Causal factors should be
relieved whenever possible.
The yelling resident’s rights should be balanced against the rights of other residents to
peaceful living conditions. If an assessment has been completed, and all possible ways of
dealing with the disruptive resident have been exhausted, it may be necessary to transfer
or discharge the resident under the regulations found at 42 CFR §483.12 Admission,
Discharge and Transfer Rights. Thorough documentation in the medical record of the
results of assessment, interventions, etc. is essential.
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When a resident requests a discharge to another facility or movement outside of a distinct
part to another location in the facility (e.g., from a Medicare/Medicaid bed to a Medicaid
bed) are notice of discharge and appeal rights forms required?
No. According to DMA: “Transfer and discharge requirements at section 42 CFR
§483.12(a) apply when the facility initiates the transfer or discharge. The purposes of the
requirements are to insure that residents remain in the facility in the absence of any of the
six criteria at section 42 CFR §483.12(a)(2), and to inform residents of their rights to
question the decision of the facility relating to their transfer/discharge. If a resident or
resident’s legal representative initiates a transfer or discharge voluntarily, then these
requirements do not apply.”
When there are questions regarding specific cases, providers should contact their own
attorneys or the attorney for the North Carolina Health Care Facility Association as the
DMA Hearing Unit cannot engage in ex parte conversations about how to give notice of
transfer/discharge to a specific resident, nor can they give legal advice.
Transfer/Discharge hearings are evidentiary hearings in the sense that witnesses are
sworn and the hearing is recorded.
In some cases, providers have lost hearings because of technicalities. In order to make
sure cases are not lost due to technicalities, providers should be very familiar with
transfer/discharge regulations and any other regulations pertaining to discharge planning.
Regulations that speak to transfer/discharge and planning include: 483.10 (o); 483.12(ab); 483.15 (g)(1) and; 483.20(e).
In addition, providers should make sure that assessments, care plans and other documents
that may be relative to the transfer/discharge issues accurately reflect the resident’s
condition. For example, if a resident is jeopardizing the health and welfare of other
residents, this should be reflected in appropriate assessment data and goal planning.
There should be clear documented evidence that the resident is endangering others.
In an emergency situation, like transfer to a hospital, if appeal rights and forms cannot be
transported with the resident or the resident has a legal guardian, then the appropriate
information should be provided as soon as possible. For example, if the resident leaves
the facility late at night, then the information can be sent the next day.
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On rare occasions it is not safe or practical for a resident to have a call bell within
complete access. Examples: a resident who wraps the cord around their neck, a resident
who wraps it around their arm causing skin tears, or a resident who is completely
incapable of using the system as testified to by the physician, family, and caregivers.
Can a facility restrict complete access to a call bell under certain circumstances if they
develop a policy addressing this issue?

Each resident’s ability to have access to the call bell should be reviewed by the resident’s
care planning committee. When the call bell becomes a safety issue for the resident, or
the resident’s level of orientation renders him/her unable to understand its use, access
should be limited and other methods of assuring communication and safety should be
identified.
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Is it a violation of resident's rights for a surveyor to mark the diaper (waistband closure)
or underpad in order to monitor the care of the incontinent resident?

We teach surveyors to make observations of care and monitor via observation over time.
We do not mark incontinence products.
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Does failure to complete any of lines one through eight on the Notice of Transfer or
Discharge form automatically invalidate the planned transfer or discharge?

Yes. The resident has the right not to be transferred or discharged unless the proper
notice is given. 10 NCAC 26I .0302(b), regarding Transfer and Discharge Requirements
states that, “Failure to complete the Notice of Transfer or Discharge form shall result in
the notice of transfer or discharge being ineffective.”
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We are concerned about our residents that are transferred by EMS and other resident
transport services, and are out of the building for an extended length of time. Can we be
cited for issues involving personal care while they are with the transport service?
The Division of Health Service Regulation Nursing Home Licensure and Certification
Section does not regulate EMS. However, when arrangements are provided under private
service agreements, the facility assumes responsibility for meeting the needs of the
resident and should include their expectation for the provision of care in the agreement
made with the transport service.
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Does tag # 174 require the facility to install a cordless telephone?

No.
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Is it necessary to always revisit the resident/family information about Advance Directives
and the Do Not Resuscitate order when residents are re-admitted to the facility? Would
this be determined by how long they are away from the facility before return, or would
this be determined by a change in status? How would you define a "change in status?" Is
there is a federal requirement that readmissions be "re-given" the admission packet,
inclusive of the Do Not Resuscitate order?
Facility policy should address how the facility will treat re-admissions to their facility in
regard to advance directives. Refer to interpretive guidance for §483.10(b)(8). DNR
orders are not expressly regulated under §483.10(b)(8). The physician writes DNR
orders. The facility should have policies regarding the establishment of such orders and
when those orders need to be revised based on State law.
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Who is the legal surrogate decision-maker for medical treatment choices when a resident
is cognitively impaired and has not named a formal health care power of attorney or
written a living will?
Ethical guidelines consistently endorse the use of family surrogates to make health care
decisions when a resident is cognitively impaired. Procedures for Natural Death in the
Absence of a Declaration (§ 90-322) indicates a sequence of family surrogate authority -a legal guardian, or a spouse, or a majority of relatives of the first degree. This sequence
is natural for many families, and should be used in cases of terminal and incurable illness
or persistent vegetative state. In other health conditions, the law is not specific, but
ethical guidelines and clinical best practices endorse the use of family surrogates who
have the best knowledge of the resident's own values and preferences.
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Is a facility required to accommodate resident food requests outside the routine items
ordered for menus? For example: If a resident requests raw broccoli and cauliflower, but
the facility does not usually carry the item in stock, are we required to make an individual
purchase for that resident or can we ask the family to provide special requests such as
this? If 100 residents all had individual requests, where is the cut-off for accommodating
preferences?

If the facility can easily accommodate the food request, then it should be honored. It is
not expected that the facility has to order a case of raw broccoli to accommodate the
resident or make a special trip to the grocery store to purchase the broccoli. Families can
be asked to bring in food items that are not a part of the routine items ordered for menus.
If many residents are making individual requests, then the facility should establish a
resident committee, or use the resident's council to review menu items and make
recommendations to establish new menus.
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Is it a breach of confidentiality to post a resident's name outside the room next to the
entry to the room?

No. However, if the resident or the resident's legal representative/responsible party does
not want his/her name posted, then the facility should accommodate the request.
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Page reserved.
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A resident is ready for discharge from the hospital back to the nursing home, but there
are no beds available for the resident and he/she has to be transferred to another nursing
home. Does this resident have the right to the first bed opening in the original nursing
home?

Yes, the resident has the right to return to the original nursing facility even if they have
been placed into another nursing home. The facility should notify the resident/family of
the availability of the bed at the original nursing home. If the resident refuses the bed
and chooses to stay at the other facility, then that would end satisfy the requirement and
no further offer would need to be made.
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If survey results are available in public areas without any restriction to access, must the
facility also post a notice of the location of these documents?

Yes. Regulation 483.10(g)(11) requires the facility to "make the results available for
examination in a place readily accessible to residents and must post a notice of their
availability (F167)."
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If a resident is discharged/transferred to the emergency room or hospital must a notice of
discharge be issued?

Yes. Although it is not possible to give the 30-day notice, the federal regulation found at
F203 requires that a notice with specified content “be made as soon as practicable” for an
“immediate transfer” due to an “urgent medical need.”
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